the

diaries

July 2-16, 2015

With Paul Guschlbauer, Stephan Gruber and Iván Colas, skywalk sent three very different athletes to compete in the world’s toughest adventure race.
The X-Alps diaries document how the adventurer, the Austrian World Cup competitor, and the Spanish XC pilot battled their way through the Red Bull
X-Alps 2015.
Photos: Red Bull Content Pool | Pilots’ smartphones Iván Colas and Stephan Gruber

Prologue
July 2, 2015

The perfect beginning.
In the first ever prologue to the Red Bull X-Alps, the athletes had the chance to test their skills and earn valuable bonus points for the race.
skywalk team pilot Paul Guschlbauer made it clear how well he had prepared himself for the competition.

Prologue
July 2, 2015

He was the fastest around the circuit at Fuschlsee Lake and earned himself a valuable second „LED Lenser Night Pass“. The importance of this
became clear at the end of the race. Stephan Gruber was also in top form for the prologue (photos above).

Day 1

July 5, 2015

Impressive start.
Never in the history of the Red Bull X-Alps has there been such fantastic weather on the first day as in July 2015. Many pilots managed to round
the second turnpoint “Dachstein” – normally a difficult Alpine challenge – while flying. The best pilots even reached the third turnpoint “AschauChiemsee“ at the Kampenwand in Germany before sunset.

Day 1

July 5, 2015

Paul Guschlbauer and Stephan Gruber go head-to-head with three time champion Chrigel Maurer over 150 km and show off the performance
of skywalk’s new lightweight glider „X-ALPS 2“. Stephan Gruber wins the day and is the first to sign the task board, followed closely by Christian
Maurer and Paul Guschlbauer. Iván Colas also has a good first day: he reaches the Kampenwand on the morning of day 2.

Day 2

July 6, 2015

Sun and clouds.
Paul Guschlbauer starts day 2 with a big grin on his face. The prologue and day 1 reassured him that he can keep up on equal footing with
previous winner Christian Maurer. Day 2 demonstrates the spirit of the Red Bull X-Alps. The two top favorites and their supports hike and fly
long distances together and reach turnpoint 4 „Lermoos Tiroler Zugspitz Arena“ in close succession.

Day 2

July 6, 2015

In the evening, the two climb the Grubigstein together to next day’s launch site. While both of them push their limits, skywalk is rocking
turnpoint 3 at the Kampenwand. The „Turnpoint Party“ makes history. Together with X-Alps fans, skywalk, the exclusive paraglider sponsor,
celebrates each arriving pilot until well into the night.

Day 3

July 7, 2015

Teamwork.
After a fantastic start to his race, Stephan Gruber suffers a setback on day 2. Using a “Night Pass”, he plans to extend his lead, but against all
expectations his promising route through the Inn Valley offers him only weak thermals. Instead of gliding under puffy cumulus clouds over the
rugged Karwendel range to the Zugspitze, sweat and struggles to climb take their toll on him.

Day 3

July 7, 2015

During the night, skywalk designer Alex Höllwarth uses a portable sewing machine to repair Stephan’s harness that was damaged during a hard
landing. The Austrian World Cup star keeps his cool and rejoins the lead group on day 3 that in the meantime has gained a new leader: Sebastian
Huber. In a pack of four, the leaders fly across the main Alpine ridge at the Timmelsjoch to South Tyrol, where each goes his own way.

Day 4

July 8, 2015

And then there were six.
Never before in the Red Bull X-Alps has the power density of the lead group been so high as in 2015. After Sebastian Huber joined Christian
Maurer, Paul Guschlbauer and Stephan Gruber in the lead group on day 3, nearly 10 teams lay siege to the rock castle atop the Brenta at the end
of day 4 – the top six teams are only a stone’s throw away from each other.

Day 4

July 8, 2015

As usual in the 12 year history of the race, the slower teams are left with weaker flying conditions and have to cover long, difficult stretches on
foot while the top favorites increase their lead in the air. Iván Colas, our Spanish team pilot, gradually falls victim to the fast pace. With painful
blisters on his feet, he arrives at the foot of the Zugspitze on the evening of day 4 after a death march through the Bavarian Alps.

Day 5

July 9, 2015

The elimination.
While Paul Guschlbauer takes the turnpoint „Cima Tosa” on the evening of day 4, the time until the evening deadline is too tight for Stephan Gruber.
He decides to wait until the morning of day 5 to climb the Brenta and start the day with a glide-down to Madonna di Campiglio. With his clever chess
move, Paul manages to remain within striking distance of three-time X-Alps winner Christian Maurer. An XC flight with multiple landings carries him
from Italy into Switzerland. That morning, another pilot is eliminated.

Day 5

July 9, 2015

The gap from the lead trio - Chrigel, Paul, Sebastian – to the next group, which includes Stephan, grows to over 80 kilometers. What we couldn’t have
guessed at the time: in the coming days, the three leaders will battle in a head-to-head race like no one had ever seen before.

Day 6

July 10, 2015

Going separate ways.
For the fourth time, the Matterhorn is on the task board in the 2015 race. This turnpoint presents the athletes with unique challenges. The direct
route to and from this postcard motif is not along the tried and true thermal raceways. Instead, planning your route requires some tough fundamental decisions. Chrigel Maurer, with a slight lead at the time, leaves the Monte Rosa Massif over the safer northerly route along the Valais Alps,
Paul Guschlbauer decides to take the tiger line to the south, as he did in his 2011 X-Alps debut.

Day 6

July 10, 2015

Paul plans his route for the next day through the Aosta Valley towards Mont Blanc and climbs up to a mountain hut at 3000m during the evening.
Stephan Gruber, back in the chasing pack, has a completely different day. After a turbulent flight, he reaches Canton Ticino near Bellinzona.
A day earlier he experienced the roughest flying conditions of his career at the Bernina Pass and found out that another athlete tossed his
reserve canopy and landed in a lake.

Day 7

July 11, 2015

The early bird catches the worm.
Paul Guschlbauer’s tactic pays off. After an early launch on the south side of Monte Rosa, he arrives at the St. Bernard Pass on the east flank
of the Mont Blanc Massif – an ideal location to pass the Mont Blanc and Lac d‘Annecy turnpoints the next day and head out on the final leg
towards Monaco.

Day 7

July 11, 2015

In the meantime, Stephan Gruber has positioned himself in the chase group and secured a good location near the Nufenenpass in Canton Ticino
for the remainder of the race. Iván Colas is having a much tougher time at the back of the pack where the flying conditions are much worse.
The strain of the long foot marches is taking its toll on the athletes’ performance.

Day 8

July 12, 2015

Taking the ideal line.
One leitmotiv of the X-Alps athletes is: “Make sure you’re at the right place at the right time!” Paul Guschlbauer internalized this saying more
than any other athlete in this year’s race. Since the beginning of the race in Salzburg, each of Paul’s moves has paid off. On day 8 Paul reaches
Annecy at noon after an early morning glide-down from the St. Bernhard-Pass. By 3:30pm he has caught up with – and passed – Chrigel Mauer,
who had been so confident up til now.

Day 8

July 12, 2015

Stephan Gruber is also making tracks. With a long flight from Canton Ticino through the Valais Alps, he arrives by air express at the Matterhorn
turnpoint and prepares himself for his next move in the Rhône Valley. Iván Colas is also having a better day. But after passing the Cima Tosa turnpoint, he damages his glider on the craggy rocks while launching that morning so badly that it can’t be repaired. Iván can continue the race only
after a replacement glider is brought to Italy from skywalk headquarters.

Day 9

July 13, 2015

Decision day.
What to do? Hold onto your lead and be satisfied with a sure shot at second place? Or go all out for victory? Fly along the well tested X-Alps route
over the high passes of the French Alps to Monaco, or make a big detour to the west along the fast route that the sailplanes take? Paul Guschlbauer
bets it all on one horse – and loses nearly his entire wager. After passing through Annecy with breathtaking speed, he heads for the westerly route.
A decision with serious consequences.

Day 9

July 13, 2015

Instead of reliable thermals and a light tailwind, all that’s waiting for Paul is dead air and strong valley winds. While Chrigel Maurer sails on towards
goal, Paul has to pull his second “Night Pass” to make up enough kilometers in a nighttime death march to at least secure a place on the podium.
Stephan Gruber is also grounded by strong surface winds back in the Rhône Valley. He reaches the Mont Blanc turnpoint on foot and with short
thermal flights. With a top landing above Chamonix, he sets himself up for a good start into day 10 of the race.

Day 10

July 14, 2015

The tide begins to turn.
A new day, a new game. Thanks to his excellent physical condition, Paul has managed during the night to reach an easterly slope that ideally faces
the morning sun. But another gaggle of followers – including World Cup champion Aaron Durogati and Antoine Girard, who placed third in the previous X-Alps – has moved into position for the showdown. Who will win the race for third place? Paul launches before 9:00am into the first morning
thermals to tackle the final 80 km to the Mediterranean coast. He flies smoothly, but his three challengers gain ground faster as a group.

Day 10

July 14, 2015

What a finish! At 2:00pm, Paul lands his X-Alps glider in an overgrown clearing above Monaco. Aaron Durogati, who has just caught up, lands deep
in a valley. Mountain guide Gerard Petiot is stuck behind a ridge with a two-hour hike ahead of him and Antoine Girard, who stays in the air until
the bitter end, can no longer overtake Paul. Paul reaches Monaco for the second time, and for the second time he takes his place on the podium
of the world’s toughest endurance race…

Day 11
July 15, 2015

Goal in sight.
Stephan Gruber still needs time to reach his goal: “beach of Monaco”. The race officially runs until July 17 and the weather forecast is good.
So why hike through narrow valleys in 30+ degree heat when you can make good progress flying high in the cool, pleasant air of the Mediterranean
Alps? Stephan spreads the remaining 180 kilometers over two days of good flying weather. Top landing at 2500 m near the Téte de l‘Autaret above
Isola – the last good launch site before the coast – guarantees one last night under the stars and an early morning launch time.

Day 12

July16, 2015

Happy end!
On July 16 at 3:15pm, Stephan makes X-Alps history. He lands right next to the turnpoint above Monaco where the skywalk crew with founder Arne
Wehrlin and designer Alex Höllwarth are waiting to greet him. The dual effort ends perfectly! Two of the three skywalk athletes have managed to
finish the world’s toughest adventure race with a touchdown on the raft in the bay of Monaco.

A hearty party.

Whoever manages to flying 1000 kilometers through the Alps in 10 days has good reason to party the whole night long!
At the finale of the Red Bull X-Alps 2015, all teams reunited for the awards ceremony and to properly celebrate their adventures.
From left to right: Sebastian Huber (2nd place), Christian Maurer and supporter (1st place), Paul Guschlbauer and supporters (3rd place)

see you in 2017 …

We are already looking forward to being once again the main paraglider sponsor of the Red Bull X-Alps 2017.
Stay tuned on www.skywalk.info/xalps

